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General Books LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback.
82 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.2in.This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos)
from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1857. Excerpt: . . . LECTURE XIV. Despise not,
shrewd reckoner, the God of a good mans worship, Neither let thy calculating folly gainsay the unity
of three; Nor scorn anothers creed, although he cannot solve thy doubts; Reason is the follower of
faith, where he may not be precursor: Tupper Therefore, it were probable and just, even to a mans
weak thinking, To have one for God who always may be learnt, yet never fully known, Throned in
his sublimity beyond the grovellings of lower intellect, Should claim to be truer than mans truest,
the boasted certainty of numbers, Should baffle his arithmetic, confound his demonstrations, and
paralyze the might of his necessity, Standing supreme as the mystery of mysteries, every where, yet
impersonate, Essential one in three, essential three in one. --Tupper. What Bishop Home says of the
Mosaic types, may be aptly applied to the three...
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